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1. Let ,/‘denote a real-valued Lebesgue integrable function delined on 
a nondegenerate compact real interval I. For II a fixed nonnegative integer. 
let P,, denote the set of real polynomials of degree n or less. If q t P,, is such 
that 
we call q a best approximant t0.f: 
Iff’is continuous, q is known to be unique. In [I] Rivlin and Kripke show 
that y is unique whenj’has certain types of discontinuities. If, howrver,j‘has 
a jump discontinuity. q may or may not be unique. In this note we :jhow that 
if,f‘has a finite number of jump discontinuities and is continuous elsewhere. 
thenf’has a unique “distinguished” best approximant. 
II. In order to prove our main theorem (Theorem I). we make a 
definition and state two lemmas. 
DEFINITION. We call x,, , an interior point of 1, ;I crossing of a real-valued 
function ,f defined on I. if f(x)(x - x,,) is either everywhere nonnegative OI 
everywhere nonpositive in some neighborhood of x,, 
The following characterization lemma is a special case of [I, Theorem I .3]. 
LEM~LIA I. Let ,/‘F Ll[I] artd q E P,, be SU~I tht ,/’ - q IIUS only, a jitlite 
t77n77hw qf’zevos it2 f. Thr 
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k34MA 2. Let f be a real-calued Lebesgue integrable ,fimction 011 /, 
continuous there except possibly at x,, E I. Let q E P,& (n ;: 1) be such that 
-1; .f’- q i d,Y -= jk& j; .f - /T 1 l/-Y. 
Tl~en ,j‘ --- q has at least II zeros in I ~- {AC,,). 
Proqj’ qf’ Lenma 2. Assume Lemma 2 is false. Then ,/ 
zeros in I - {x,,), 0 k < II. By Lemma I, 
q has exactly k 
! 1 sgn( f’-~ (1) ~1s == 0. I
Thus ,f’-- q has at least one crossing in f. Let X, -; .Y? % .. : .Y,,, be the 
crossings of ,f’ - q. It follows that 
where j!(x) = JJyl, (x -- -ui). By Lemma 1. 111 . . M. Sincef ~~ q is continuous 
in I except possibly at x,, , ,f’-- (1 must be zero at at least 171 - 1 of the x,‘s 
each of which belongs to I -- {x,,). Thus k ;I: m ..- I .,- n, which contradicts 
our assumption. 
THEOREM I. Let ,f be a real-rwlued Lebesgue integrable ,function 017 I, 
continuous there except possibly at x0 E I. Let q and q belong to P, (II , 0) 
and be such that 
Then lf q andij hare the same leading co@?cient, q = q. 
Proof. We assume n :=r 1 since the theorem is trivially true for /Z 0. 
An application of the triangle inequality shows that 
Thus 
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which implies that 
i,f- ;(y -J-I/), - ; j.f’- q - 4 ;,I’- 1/ / 
on I ~ {x,i. By Lemma 2 (applied to the polynomial A(q +- 2j))J’ A(q + (I) 
has at least n zeros on / - {x,,:, which means that 
; j,f’- y i - ; (f‘- q 
has at least M zeros on I - {.u,, I. Thus I/ ~~ ?j at at least II points of I - (.~,,l, 
i.e., the polynomial q - q, of degree 11 ~- I or less, has at least II zeros on I, 
which means that q z= lj. 
Remark. On the basis of Theorem I, one may conjecture that if q and L/ 
are both best approximants to J’such that the coefficients of x” for some 
k(0 k i n) are the same in q and q. then q :m q. The following example 
shows that, in general, this is not the case. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
and let n == I. For -A 171 -C 0 one has 
(.:’ I . sgn(,f’-~ 171.y) rb = 0. 
and 
.3 
s . sgn( f’ /?l.U) r/.x =: 0. 
. 1 
Thus the linear polynomials n?.u(--- :; ~1 < 0) are best approximants to 
,f; and all of them have the same coefficient of A&~. (One notes that the zero 
polynomial is also a best approximant to,f:) 
III. In this section we state without proof extensions of Theorem I. 
By arguments similar to those above one can prove the following 
statements. 
lff is a real-deed Lebesgue integrable function on I, continuous there except 
possibly throughout a set S consistiy~ of exactly k distinct points (k 2 1) of 
I. and ifq E P, (n 3 k) satisfies 
then f - q has at least n + I - k zeros on I - S. 
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If instead of using polynomials as the approximating functions one uses 
linear combinations of functions forming ;I Haar system, then one can prove 
an analog of Theorem I. We recall that 21 sequence of continuous real-valued 
functions ,/; ,.,,./;,, defined on I is a Haar system if every nontrivial linear 
combination of,/; ,....,f;,, vanishes at at most /U 1 points of I. 
THEOREM 3. Let ,f’ be LI real-raluerl Lebes~ur integrable jimctioil OII I. 
contimous there except possibl~~ ut .Y,, 1. Let 1; . . . . . I;,, (m 2) be a Haw 
system. atiri I,’ ihr limar spati qf’f, . . . . . j,,, Let u’ ard iC helotlg to I,‘. and .ruti.Tfj, 
In proving Theorem 2 one uses the following fact: if .x1 .._.. .Y,, are distinct 
points in the interior of I (1 h /II I ). then there exists an element of I;’ 
which changes sign at exactly these points. 
Similar theorems hold in the event that 1’ has k discontinuities. 
I <k /?I I. 
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